Dear Sir/Madam

Sub: Intimation for temporary shutdown of manufacturing operations/offices due to COVID-19

Pursuant to Regulation 30 of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, this is to inform that local / state administration(s) have issued orders / directions (government directions) to prevent & contain the spread of COVID-19.

In line with the government directions and considering the health and safety of our employees and fellow citizens of the country, the manufacturing operations / offices in Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Maharashtra and New Delhi shall be temporarily shutdown with immediate effect till further notice.

Further, the duration of such shutdown for the above and other manufacturing facilities will depend upon the directives of the respective States Government and shall be complied with accordingly.

This is for your information and record please

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

For SUBROS LIMITED

X

Rakesh Arora
Company Secretary